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ing on trre-·a.~piratlons;"of all'Mrica., by'the two great
Powers on earth, the Utlion of Soviet Socialist Repub
lics and the United States.

7. other American political theorists, like Thomas
Paine, have furnish~ much poiitical ~mmuniti()D
for agitation. On the otMr hand, the rel~olutionary.

character and tactics of Marxism have ~& a strong
appeal to African nationalists. InspiratwJ ts, therefOr' required frout the two great, power-s who have
no traditionally colonized Africa. To the United
states, particularly, which.maintains close ties with
-European ()olonial Powers, we make a definite appeal
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i{!!"A Unit.d Nations ptogl'amme fOI'independence
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:3. l4r. QUAISON-SACKEY (Ghana): The fifteenth
session of 'the 'General Assembly was an epoch
maki,ng one, not merely because of- the ~mis8ionof
no les8 than seven~en newly independ8"nt States to
tl)is OrpDization, or the presence bere for the first,
time of a galaxy of Heads of State aDd Governments.
T1:te ePQch-making character of that session stemmed
~!-'Om the Itltrod~ction. ,. of ~o ~~pot:tan~. i~~s, to~ob:-

4., The Russian item, of course, led to the adoption
of ,the famous resolution 1514 (XV)-containing the
Df:!claration on the gra.nting of independence to co
lonial countries and peoples-which was drafted by
the African-Asian group and finalized as a result of
long discussions and consultations outside that group.
In the opinion of my delegation, this Declaration
shareS! the same position of prominence in relati,on
to Mrica. as the Cll..arter of the United Nations and the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

5. Discussion of the item entitled "Assistance to
Africa: a United Nations programme for independ
ert ,.e", proposed by the United states at the fifteenth
session, was deferred until this session, and the item
has now been taken up jointly with a fonow-up item

1. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): Before entitled "The situation with regard to the implementa-
l call upon the representatives who are down to speak tion pf· the Declaration on the granting of independ-
at this meeting, I should like to inform the General ence to colonial countries and peoples".
Assembly that twenty-nine speakers in addition to the
six for this afternoon are down to speak on items 88 6. Tqat both the United states and· the Soyiet Union
and 22 (a.) of our agenda. In, order to conclude our'" , ShoUld have initiated a move at the United Nations for

,work as early as possible we shall have to hold night the final abolition of colonial rule and imperialism in
r.7:.3etings next week and, if necessary, also one or Africa and in other parts of the world is rather pro-
two meetings on saturday. In the days immediately pitious. There is now a tacit agreement that colonial-
ahead we shall continue the debate on agenda items ism is an anachronism; that it produces hostility be-
88 &ild 22 (~), take up the dratt resolutions relating to tween nation and nation and between people andpeople
them and, if necessary, proceed to a vote. I hope that and, militates against the pea.ee of the world. Posing
in this way we shall be abl~ to dispose of these two as champions of anti-colonial forces in the world, the

, questions by the end of next week, which would enable United' States and the Soviet Union seem to be reveal-
us to be~n the debate on ~the next item during the ing a certain basic philosophy known in Revolutionary

,following week. America and in modern Russia. To' be sure, the prin-
, 1 eel ciples of the ..American Revolution have Qften been in-

;2. During next wee~ s meetings ~hichwU be devot voked by freedom-fighters in Afnca and elsewhere
to the two items' under considerJl,tion the speakers . . //

:will .be called in the order· in which th\.qy are entered In their poUti~al struggles to free thejr countrIes
on the l' t I hould be ma t grateful to them if they from the colomalist yoke. There Is a complete ac-

'would m~k~ a:rangements ~ be 'able to take the floor ceptan,ce ,by all African nationalists of the Jeffe~
when they are called. . soman dictum that:

. "When in th~ course of human events it becomes
necessary for one people to dissolve the political .
bands which have connected them with another, and
tQ assume .among the powers of the earth the sepa
rt\.te. a,nd equal station to which the Laws of Nature
and of Nature's God entitle them~ a decent, re-

. spect. to the opinions of mankind requires tha,t they
should' declare the causes which impel them to the
.separation.~!
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that it should dissociate itself completely from the
colonial policies of thei!' allies, especially as it has
passed through the same mill as Africa. In its great
ness, the United States should not, because of Euro
pean preoccupation, forget the .great anti-colonialist
tradition 'which should be its heritage, and it should
lend eve~~y support to African efforts to put :In im
mediate end to colonialism.

8. For the UIlion of Soviet Socialist Republics and
the United States of America to have initiated this
move is a particularly happy and felicitous combina
tion of desirable elements; our work thus involves
the formulation of a programme: a United Nations
programme, a programme for the implementation of
the Declaration, in relation to Africa and in relation
to dependent territories everywhere. What could be
more fitting than that this world Organization should
give, in explicit terms, its legal and moral sanction
to the legitimate aspirations of peoples struggling for
their independence? What could be more felicitous
than that this Organization should formally assume
and discharge the responsibility of ensuring that its
epoch-making Declaration on the subject of colonial
ism be fully and immediately implemented?

9. My delegation notes with satisfaction that since
the Declaration was adopted Sierra Leone has become
independent and has attained membership in the
international community; in a matter of weeks,
Tanganyika will have completed its transition from
trusteeship to independence; Western Samoa will
shortly attain its independence, and the independence
of Uganda is in the offing. To the Administering
Authorities concerned some tribute must be paid, not
merely for taking account of the realities of life and
for adjusting their sails to the winds of change, but
also for the foresight and wisdom with which they
have facilitated the fulfilment of the aspirations of
these peoples.

10. However, having paid this tribute, my -delegation
cannot help remarking that the process of decoloni
zation has become painfully and stubbornly slow and
that there still remain some seventy' Non-Self
Governing Territories with a combined population of
over 50 million, and several other territories Which
have not yet achieved complete independence. All the
peoples of those territories, numbering over 70 tuil
lion, are still experiencing the horrors and suffering
of imperialism: they continue to be excluded from the
.effective administration of their homelands, they are
often subject to iniquitous systems of racial dis
crimination and most of them are still denied the
most elementary democratic freedom and rights
based on the principle of "one man, one vote". Nor
can we help insisting that,. in terms of the Declara
tion, no distinction can be drawn between "good" or
"benevolent" colonialism and "bad" 0.1" "repressive"
imperialism.

11. There seems to be an air of complacency hover
ing in certain circles. Ce::-~ainly, the United Kingdom
as a colonial Power cannot be graded in the same
category as Portugal, which is stubbornly fighting a
colonial war to maintain its stranglehold on Angola
and other Portuguese territories; but while we com
mend the United Kingdom for progress made in the
right direction, the awful truth is that the majority of
colonial territories remaining in Africa are under
British colonial rule. It is this system of colonip!
domination which must be abolished for good. It is
our strong belief that African territories do not have

to be ruled by European Powers in order to receive
the benefits of modern civilization. Progress in eduoOi

cation, economic development, social welfare and
health fac~lities-al1 these can t~ke place under a
proper system of assistance, bilateral or multi
lateral, without subjection to colonial rule. Euro-'
peans, we submit, did not, and do not, rule Africa for
altruistic motives. .

12. For what is the essence of colonialism but the
impbsition and maintenance by foreign Powers of a
political and economic system on the national terri- '
tory of another p~ople, in deliberate flouting of its
right to· self-determination? Its chief characteristic·
is the arbitrary imposition, without the consent of the
peop.les concerned, of a foreign system designed pri
mar.ily to serve the interests of the colonizing Power.
Whether such a system is maintained by brute force
or, mor.e. subtly, by coercion disgqised as paternal
ism makes ~o difference to its essence. It neces
sarily implies the subordination of the interests and
the development of the colonial peoples to those of
the colonizing Power. It is, therefore, a force basic
ally opposed to the progress and advancement of the
subject people, except where such development is
essential to produce such conditions of peace and
stability, or rather stagnation, as would safeguard
and further the interests of the colonizing Powers. .

13. I~ its recent development, colonialism has· be
come a, highly complicated and ramified system of
political and economic domination; direct control and
force are judiciously tempered by indirect control,
through the maintenance of a ruling class which can
be relied upon to defend the colonial interests against
the subject people. In order to perpetuate themselves
and to maintain and increase their exploitation, the
colonial regimeE\' have not hesitated to resort to such

.means as racial discrimination, segregation and
other practices designed to strip the subject peoples
of their dignity, identity and very will to self..
determination.

,.

14. But whatever refinement the colonizing Powers
have adopted from territory to territory, the system
has inevitably resulted in the freeZing of political,
economic and social development at t~e primitive or
near-primitive stage and in the distortion of the
dynamic forces of change. Hellce, we see the back
wardness of the dependent countries .in relation to the
general rate of progress elsewhere in the 'world and
the tragic difference in development and advancement
between the subject countries and the industrialized
countries. .

15. It must, of course, be admitted that inherent
in the system itself were some marginally useful
aspects: the exploiters were obliged, for the success
of their efforts, to create a certain economic and
social infrastructure; obviously they had to ):lave
ports, roads, schools and hospitals if exploitationwas
to be productive of maximum profit and if indigenous
labour was to be efficiently organized and used. But,.
by the same token, these benefits, seen in their his~:

torical 'setting, were purely secondary and almost;
incidental' consequences. Ironically, however, th~se[

consequences, in turn, created in the indigeno~s:

people a self-awareness and a consciousness of theIr
rights and their dignity; the very people who had been
educated by the colonizing Powers for purposes of,
their exploitation thereby became conscious of their
human as well as national identity and strength and
refused to be instruments of their own ruin.
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16. 'rhus began the great Afric.an and Asian awaken
ing, w:hich developed' into an anticolonial force of
such power and scope that it sometimes surprised
even the protagonists of the movement. In this situa
tion~ those colonizing Powers who had some practical
vision and awareness of the realities saw the wisdom
of adapting their thinking to the new conditions and of
achieving the balance necessary to maintain their
precarious positions.

17. It was in adaptation t~the changing conditions of
the times that the United Kingdom, our own friend,
embarked on its process of decolonization; and it was
in response to the same winds of change that France
saw fit to apply to most of its African empire the
great principles born of the French Revolution. Thus,
of nearly 800 million people under foreign rule in
1946" nine-tenths have since achieved freedom and
independence.

18. The freedom of my country, Ghana, was an out
come of this process. Our attainment of independence
was the first of a series of emancipations of the so
called colonial peoples of Africa South of the Sahara,
a series which sti~l continues and which we earnestly
and passionately desire to see continue until the last
human being in bondage is set free. It is only then
that our own independence win become meaningful,
our sacrifices hallowed and our history illumined.
For how can the African personality be fully and
effectively projected except" in the wider context of
African frAedom and independence? Africa, we have
said, cannot be half-free and half-slave. It is only
a manner of speaking to refer to any African or
Ghanaian or Nigerian or Congolese, because when we
are seen in the streets of London, New York, Paris
or Moscow, fingers point at us a~ Africans, with all
kinds of associations conjured up in the minds of
Europeans-of course, in America, we are Negroes.
The great point is that we as Africans cannot tolerate
the fact that any p~lrt .of Africa should be under any
form of colonial rule for long. Ghana's independence,
we have repeated,. is meaningless except in the wider
context of the total Uberation and independence of
Africa. '

19. But fOlmal independence is not enough. Colonial
ism is turning to new strategies. Instead of sailing
against, it sails with the wind of change, in order to
maintain its last stronghold-economic and techno
logical supremacy. In it~ last threes, it is almost re
signed to death, but is at the same time preparing to
rise, like a phoenix" from the ashes of its funeral
pyre, and to rise, with ren"3wed yO\lth and vigour, to
live through a more cunning and, thel"efore, far more
dangerous cycle of neo-colonialism.

20. By neo-colonialism, of course, we mean the
practice of. granting formal independence with the
concealed intention of maldng the liberated country
a client-state and controlling it or rather tele-guiding
it, effectively by means other -::han political ones. It

. is in effect the maintenance of a hegemony through
the agency of an interposed government and by means
of a complex of economic, ideological and other
weapons including the imposition of dubicus military
agreements. It is out to defend the s::\me interests
Olter the cOl"!Jse of old-style colonialis_'n; the nature
and purpose of both are the same, only the methods
have been adjusted to modern conditions.

21~\ I.n these circumstances, the struggle against
col(.:~alism should be eAiended to all its forms whe-

ther economic or political, so that independence
should be achieved quickly, and not merely in a
formal sense, but in a true, complete sense. Colonial
ism must be finally liquidated with the least possible
delay; independence is an urgent neoessity, but it
must not be purely nominal; it m~t not be a screen
behind which the same foreign influences which had
been known to be overtly colonialist can covertly con-
tinue to operate. '

22. It is these considerations that form the frame
work, so to say, of my delegation's approach to the
problem of the implementertion of the Declaration on
the granting of :ndependence to colonial countries and
peoplea, especially in Mrica.

23. It will be recalled that the Declaratlonproclaims
that the subjection of psoples to alien subjugation,
domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of
fundamental human rights, is .contrarY to the Charter,
and is an impediment to the promotion of world
peace and co-operation. It further states that all
peoples have the right to self-determination, by
virtue of which they freely determine their political
status and freely pursue their economic, social and
cultural development.

24•.Nevertheless, what do we find, one year after
the passing of this Declaration?' There are still
eighty-eight territories that are not yet completely
independent, including, as mentioned earlier, some
seventy which are usually referred to as "Non-Self
Governing Territories", with a total popT,uation of
about 70 million people. In Africa alone, there are
twenty-seven such Territories with a population of
about 50 million. As I have mentioned earlier, within
the past year only Sierra Leone has actually achieved
independence, though therd are a few more which will
follow suit within the immediate future.

25. This is clearly not the rate of the progress en
visaged when the Assembly solemnly proclaimed the
necessity of:. bringing a speedy and unconditional end
to colonialism in all its forms and manifestations.
This is not what was contemplated when the Assem- '
bly asked that immediate steps be taken to transfer
all powers to the peoples of territories which had not
yet attained independence.

26. Let me make clear the position of the delegation
of Ghana. The Assembly itself has declared that in
adeqUacy of political, economic, social or educational
preparedness should never serve as a pretext for
delaying independenceo This implies that all that
remains to be done is to settle the modalities and
procedures of the- transfer of powers to dependent
peoples, without. any conditions or reservations, in
accordance with their freely-expressed will and de
sire, and without any distinction as to race, creed or
colour.

27. We do not believe, as has been suggested, that
this formulation necessarily entails the handing of '
power to existing minority governments or groups•
What it says is that power should be handed over in
accordance with the freely expressed wishes and
desires of the people, without distinction as to race,
creed or colour. Nor does it mean that'PE'ople should
be deprived of access to independence because they
lack training, or because they do not possess eco
nomic potentialities. Independence, to 6ur mind, is a
spiritual value, a right; it is hardly in keeping with
the dignity of a human being to say that a people can
not accede to independence. because they lr.ck th~)
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territories in Africa is no better; forced labour akin
to slavery still exists, along with racism of the worst
sort, aUen to the historic Portuguese character, and
the lot of the ordinlary man is worse even than it is in
South Africa. .
32. It cannot be emphasized too strongly· that this is
a flagrant violation of the Declaration, and the friends
and allies of Portugal have a palrticular responsi
bility to bear in this matter. My delegation will speak
more extensively about this in the discussion of the
items dealing with Angola and Portugal's refusal to
comply with the requirements of the Charter. I would
only repeat, at this stage-in the words of the Presi
dent of Ghana when he addressed the Assembly at the
fifteenth session-that!

" ••• the wind blOWing in Mrica is not an ordinary
wind. It is a raging hurricane, and it is impossible
for Portugal, or, for that matter, any other colonial
Power, to prevent the raginr., hurricane of African
nationalism from blOWing through oppressed and
down-trodden colonies. If [869th Plenary Meeting,
para. 48.]

33•.At this stage, the delegation of Ghana appeals to
Portugal not to persist in its blind determination
to resist the legitimate demands of the peoples of
Angola, Mozambique and the so-called Portuguese
Guinea for independence. Let Portugal desist from
opposing the whole of Africa on the issue of independ
ence for Angola and the other Portuguese colonial
territories and start initiating policies' in Angol~,

Mozambique and the other Portuguese colonies in
conformity with resolution 1514 (XV) 'of the Assembly
and Chapter XI of the Charter.'

34. Further south, in SO'Qth West Africa, the appal"!
ling character of the South African'administ:ration
has been recently clearly disclosed and docuraented
in" the recent special report of the Committee o~
South West Africa [A/4926]. The intolerable indigni
ties inflicted upon the African popUlation and the Ver
vasive nature of apartheid policies-all these 'ilave
been described in detail. How can we be expected
merely to make declarations, when in a Territory
such as this the indigenous populations are completely
deprived of all political and civic rights, are only
treated as a source of cheap labour, have no share in
the profits of trade, industry or agriculture and in
their own land are treated as outcasts, denied even
the solace of an ~ducation?

35. In a subsequent report [A/4957] the Committee
has also' concluded that "the whole line of POliCY1
method and action pursued in the TeTritory lias been

:hi contradiction to the principles and purposes of the «
Mandate,.. the C.hartel' of the United Nations and the \\
enlightened conscience of marikind". All appeals fo:r 1
change arid, reform have gone unheeded, and South rf'
Africa'continues flagrantly to disregard world opinion ,
and defy the authority of the United Nations -to deal
with its administration. South Mrica's complete un- '
fitness to administer tllis Ter.ritory of South West
Africa' surely needs no"further proof; 'the only pas-:
sible solution is the effective transfer of power t~ the .
inhabitants of the Territory and the institution of
assistance through the United Nations on a scale suf
ficie:'ilt to help them maintain their independence. The
deIr ;a,tion of Ghana will continue to mai,ntain its
pressure on South Africa in both the legal and politi
cal fields, until the legitimate aspirations of the

,people of South West Africa are fully realized.

material resources to maintain themselves, or be
cause they do not 'have enough officials qualified to
make up an organic administration, or indeedbecause
they do not have enough technicians to establish an

: industry. My delegation does not believe that there
, is any question of "ripeness" for independence. We
I believe that the present problems facing the Congo
! lese, for example, are due to imperiau'st subversion
. and not to the lack of any capacity in the Congolese
~ to rule themAAlves.

28. We do not suggest that problems disappear as
300n as countries attain their independence, and that
they will not be faced with even bigger and more in
tractable problems; on the contrary, their inability to
meet their needs, the gulf between their legitimate
aspirations and the inadequacy of their resources, be
it material or human, qualitative or quantitative,
necessarily constitutes a problem. One possible solu
tion to this problem, of coUrse, is the cultivation of
links with richer, more powerful, more developed
powers; the danger here is that the price for reliance
on, and for assistance from, such powers may well
be that of incorporation in their sphere of influence;
such a solution, needless to say, constitutes the basic
ingredient of nec-colonialism, which .1 spoke about,
and has obviously nothing to recommend it.

29. The only viable solution, the only solution in
keeping with the ideals expressed in the Declaration,
is that of collective assistance to such emerging
States through the United Nations or tbl'ough regional
institutions for the plJrPose. We in Gha!1a do not con
demnrriendly and honest co-operation between the
former Administe.rlng Powers and the new countries,
nor do we deny the right of each State to enter as it
~ees fit into bilateral agreements or arrangements
for assistance. But if, as the Declaration lQ:ges, in
ad3quacy of' political, economic, social, or educational
preparedness should never serve as a pretext for
delaying independence, then co-operation"and assist
ance ~n4er international auspices is the only way tc
avoid making the beneficiaries client-states, or in
corpQrating them in one of the camps involved in the
cold War. 'it

30. This is where the question of "assistance to
Mrice~: a United Nations programme for indepe,nd
enee ,,' becomes particularly' relevant. My delegation
is not opposed to. the aChievement of independence by
orderly and peaceful means, but this should not serve
as a pretext for delay. If, as I have said before, there
are deficiencies, mate:rial or human, which would be
come a problem or handicap in the attainment of in
dependence, this can and should bt' "oemedied by
means of the formulation now,',~f atf imaginatively
conceived and vigorous programme of assistance.
This .is nott and cannot 'be, a prerequisite to in
dependence; it should proceed along with,. and beyond,
the attainment of independence.

31. The Declaration also' proclaims that all armed
action or repressive meas,urea directed again!=lt de
pendent peoples shall cease in order to enable them
to exercise peacefully and truly their right to com
plete independence. Relate this to the situation in
Angola, and the picture is one of horror. For the
second year in succession, massive reprisals are
being carried out in order to stifle the national
liberation movement, ruthless measUres of extermi
nation amounting to genocide are still being taken,
and tens of thousandg of Angolans have already lost
their lives. The situation in the other Portuguese
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36. alge.ria is. anotJ;1er territory where repressive
action is being carried out to smother the just and
necessary struggle of the Algerian people for free
dom, self-determination and independence, as well
as the integrity of the national territory. This pur
poseless war, which has for eight years been waged
in Algeria by France, is a threat to world peace and
security and has rightly been condemned by the whole
civilized world. My Government cannot but regard
any assistance given to F'fance d~rectly 0:1: indir.ectly
through the North Atlantic Treaty Organization as an
act of hostility against Africa. The United Nations
has repeatedly called fOl" an end to the tragic war,
and at its 'fifteenth session this Organizatiori in El
resolution [i573 (XV)] not only recognized the right
of the Algerian people to independence and self
determination on the basis of the unity and territorial
integrity of their country, but also accepted the re
sponsibility to contribute to the implementation of
this sacred right~

37. However, the situation is rapidly deteriorating,
causing treme;ndous suffering and -loss of life. Almost
daily, Press reports inform Us of brutal violence and
acts of barbarism perpetrated against unarmed Al
gerians. It is therefore more urgent than ever that no
,effort be spared to seek a rapid ,and peaceful soluti(,m
to the problem. Happily, France, too, now admits that
Algeria must necessarily be independent;' happily
also, there are indications that France no longer re
gards Algeria,n self-determination ,as a desperate
solution excluding co-operation, but rather as a
reasonable solution on which new and fruitful rela
tions can be built. France also recognizes that no
Algerian will ~ease to claim Algerian' sovereignty
over the Sahara and that the inhabitants of the Sahara
are determine€;l to be Algerians. Within this CO,ntext,
the least the Assembly can do" in keeping. with its
continUing responsibilities as defined at the fifteenth
session, is to urge the reopeliling of frankand positive
negotiations for the purpose,:of conclud~ng an agree
D\ent on the principal moda.lities and timing of in
dependence, as well as on the conclusion of a cease:
fire. Subsequently, negotiations can also be held on
the definition of relationships between France and
Algeria, on guarantees· for the French population
there.
38. News about the Algerian situation is bad. My
delegation is strongly of th~ opinion that Mr. Ben
Bella, the Vice-Premier of the provisional govern-.
ment of the Algerian Republic, and other prisoners
should be released in ~der to clear the atmosphere
for proper and effective negotiations leading to 'the
final and unequivocal solution in terms of independ
ence for the Algerian people. The immolation of the,
youth of France and'Algeria must cease. Ghana calls
upon France to respect and ·comply with the Declara
tion contained in resolution 1514 (XV).

3~. The situation in the so-called High Co~mission ,
territories of Southern Africa also continue~ to cause
great dissatisfaction. The principle 'of' Wliversal suf- .
frage has not been applied in any of these territories.
In Swaziland, about half of the new legislature is to
be elected, by the white, settlers, who nlUrlDer only
10,000 out of a total populs.tion of 250,OQO. In Basuto
land, the elected members are still in a minoritY;'8.na
in Bechuanaland th~ 380,000 Africans bave ten repre
sentatives in the Legislative Council, the 3,000 Euro- .
peans having ten representatives, while the balance

:is held by a group of ,European oivil servants and
'Government-nominated members. If this is all the

United Kingdom can show in terms .of constitutional
progress for its seventy years' presence, then clearly
this Organization should sit up and take notice. My
delegation is of the opinion that positive steps should
be taken immediately to implement, in regard to
these High Commission territories, the Declaration
contained in resolution 1514 (XV), in particular para-
graph 5, which says:. '

"Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and /
Non-Self-Governing Territories or all otber terri
tories which have not yet attained independence, to
transfer all powers to the peoples of those terri
tories, without any conditions or reservat~ons, in
accordance with their freely expressed will and
desire, without any distinction as to race, creed or
colour, in order to enable them to enjoy complete
independence and freedom." .-

40. It is not my intention to emba.rk ona country-by
country survey of territol·ies in Africa which are not
yet completely inq,ependent. If I have dwelt at some
length on African t~~:nitories, it is because it ~. in '
Africa that the main stronghold of imperialism and
colonialism still subsists. With your permissio\~,

therefore, r shall make a few observations about tIie
situation in'Central AfricEl,. '

41. ReceD.t constitutional developments in the Rh~'

desias look as though a determined effort ~fS' being
made to turn the area into another South Africa. The
expressed opposition of the African leaders of Nyasa
land and the Rhodesias to the maintenance of the
Federation in its present form has been shelved WitH
such time as the constitutional changes proposed in
the individual territories have been finalized. How
ever, these changes are nowhere near finalization. In
N()rthern Rhodesia, there is no sign of'the fulfilment
of the promise held out by the Monckton Commission

, Rep~rl of 1960~!f which ref~ommended African ma
jority rule as soon as pos.:.iible, although the United
Kingdom Government has committed itself to pursuing
the main recommendations of the Commission. In
stead, there have been attempts to work out compro
mise plans, including the McLeod plan and the Hone
recommendations, which have been rejected by the
African leaders. Furthermore, endleas complications
have been introduced with regard to the .franchise,
which appear designed to subvert rather than express
democratic principles, to the disadvantage of the
African majority. '. 'I

\\ ,

42. In Southern Rhodesia also the new c,ljnstitutional
proposals have been ~jected by the,M~ican leaders
as "completely unacceptable", as being "drl:\wn up by
white men for white men" and as a ·shocking denial
of basic human rights and an insult to the principle of
democracy". Tbe validity of the referendum that war..
held on these proposals is open to question, not
merely. becaus~the basis' of .the ·vote was biased in
favour of the s-ettler, element; but also because re- '
ports and complaints made by .responslble leaders
suggest that, in the absence of what The Times of :
London called '"a squalid ocampaign", the' ,results
would probably ha~e 'been different. Thus, these new
arrangements have been described as a faI'Q.e, in'
which a minority are permitted to continue to exer
cise a prerogative that belongs to the majority or to
the whole.

-.
!I Report of the AdvlSpry Commission on the Review of the Constl~

tion of Rhodesia and Nyasaland (London. Her Majesw's Statloru"ry.
Office, 1960), Cmnd. 1148. ,

•
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43. Nyasaland presents a less discouraging picture,
but it is to be hoped that a revised constitution on the
lines desired by the -majority African party will be
introduced soon. In Kenya, al~o, we welcome the
announcement of a constitutional conference early
next year,o~ sooner, as suggested by the African
nationalists, for full self-government and independ
ence; we would hope, of course, that elections, when
these arrangements are settled, will be on the basis
of universal suffrage. Furthermo~,we strongly urge
that every effort be made by the administering Power
to encourage rapprochement and agreement between
the major parties on the basic principles of the con
stitution. We make this,,~..plea because of the wide
spread suspicion, which we do not nece.ssarily share,
that the administering 'Power' is using one of these
parties to delay -,agreement and thereby htdependence.
We do not share that view, but it is being spread
about. We als6~ "insist that the maintenance of. the
United Kingdom military base in the. Territory should
not be' used as a bargaining counter in thenegotia
tions for independence; Wf4 would, of course, prefer
to see it liquidated forthWith, but equally we admit
the right of the Territory itself to take its own neces
sary decisions on its attainment of independence, but
certainly 1Llot as part of a package deal concerning
independence.

44. As I said in my statement to the First Committee
last year:

"It is important"-in relation to Central and East
Africa-"to underline this point of majority rights.
We are often accused of black nationalism or of
racialism iI;l reverse, and sometimes even of com
munism. This, of course, is a complete misunder
st&nding. We Africans are more concerned with
fundamental human rights than with any particular
colour of skin or i&eology and we feel ourselves
part of the gen~ral human community in which man
as such, and not his pigmentation or his ideology,
is the decisive factor." '£'

45. However, we are not unmindful of the difficulties.
There is, \t~ course, the general problem that minori
ties drawn from a different rac~, speedh, colour or
religion tend to fear majority rule. But the answer to
these fears is the provision of constitutional safe
guards and legal guarantees acceptable to the repre
sentative~ duly elected on a universal franchise. The
bigger but not incurable problem is the fact that,
owing to the EUl'opean monopoly in education, skill
and capital, EU1~opean activity does, in fact, sustain
the economiQ life of such areas as Kenya and the- so
called Central African Federation. The answer here
lies in equal opportunities for all races in education
and the acquisition of skills and other sinews of life.

46~~ We, at the various African conferences, have
pressed for a phased political transfer of power, that
is ,to say, the fixing of a definite date for early in
dependence, and we, have called upon the administer
big Powers to take rapid steps to implement the
provisionp of the Charter and the political aspira
tions of the people, namely, self-determination and
independence.

47. (~hese steps should, in the view of the delegatioL
of Gn~na, include a greatly accelerated and enlarged
programme of education and technical training, the

y Thi(~tatement was made at the 1142nd meeting .of the First Coin
mittee. the official record of which was publlshe&':only in summary
torm. '

- .
..o;,iM ~'''''''__"" ..... , 100- .. ~_, • _-.,...., -

opening up systematically of new opportunities for
Africans in agriculture and industry;, and a rapid
growth of Afrioan participation in; the country's
political life. If these steps were taken, they would
restore what we believe is most lacking in Africa's
plural societies, and that is the element of confidence'
and hope on the part of the African majority.

48. May I be permitted now to make a few observa
tions with reference to paragraph 6 of-the Declaration
on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples, which states that:

"Any attempt aimed at the partial or total dis
ruption of the national' unity and the territo~ial in
tegrity of a country is incompatible with the pur
poses and principles of the Charter."

49. The ~atanga problem is a case in point. Re
grettable and vicious attempts continue to be made
by vested interests to bolster up the puppet regime
of Mr. Tshombe, who is being used to break up the
Republic of the Conge (Leopoldville) through seces
sionist activity. The Republic, of the Congo is, to my
delegation, one and indivisible, and the United Nations
must do its utmost to stop the injuries being inflicted
upon it by these imperialist-inspired intrigues. During
the specific discussion of this item, my delegation
will have an opportunity to express its views m
extenso, but we insist that the United Nations must
give every assistance to the Central GoveI'nment of
the Republic of the Congo in its endeavours to main
tain the territorial integrity of the entire Congo.

50. This assistance will be in accordance with the
Security Council resolution of 14 July 1960,.21 adopted
when the first Prime Minister of the Republic of the
Congo (~opoldville), the late Patrice Lumumba, who
was murdered in cold blood, launched an appeal to
the United Nations for assi~tance in order to pre
serve the peace, order and sovereignty of the Repub
lic of the Congo. Second, the delegation of Ghana
insists that the Security Council resolutions on the
situation in the Republic of the Congo must be fully
implemented and that all foreign mercenaries must
be ejected from Katanga. Third, we call upon all
States to desist from maintaining commercial, finan
cial and consular relations with Katanga, because
such relations prejudice and undermine the terri
torial integrity of the Republic of the Congo if they
are had w,ithout any consultation with the Central
Government or the President of the Republic"

51. The dispute over West Irian or "Netherlands
New Guinea" can also ha regarded as a manifestation
of the problems covered by paragraph 6 of the Decla
ration. My delegation reg:rets that previous negotia
tions between the Governments of the Republic of
Indonesia and the Netherlands have failed to resolve ,.
the dispute. .

52~ The Charter .. of Transfer of Sovereignty, included
in the Round-Table Conference Agreement between
the, Netherlands and Indonesia!! and transferring to
the RepubUc of Indonesic... sovereignty over what used
to be called the Neth~rlands East Indiee', definitely
stated, in-article 1, that:

"Tht,3 Kingdom of the Netherlands unconditionally
and irrevocably transfers complete sovereignty
over Indonesia to the Republic of the Unit~d States

'J/ Official Records of the SecuritY Council. Fifteenth Year. SuEP!!:
ment for July. AUgUst and September 1960. document 8/4381'. 'It

Y United Nations. Treaty Series. vol. 69 (1950). I, No. 894.)
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necessary first step towards the implementation of
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) in a number
of Non-Self-Governing Territories. But the ciroum
stances are different. While we fully support the
intervention of the United Nations in this dispute, my
delegation considers th3.t the whole basis of the solUio,
tion proposed by the Netherlands prejudges the major '.
question at issue in view of article 2 of the Charter
of Transfer of Sovereignty, agreed to by, both Indo
nesia and the Netherlands. Is the Territory, on legal
or political', grounds,".ayailable for dispOsition in the
manner proposed? If the 'rerritory .~ J not so avail
able, then the solution proposed, admiraply related
as, it is to the principle of self-determination, is not
gel'mane to the issue.

58. It' ip-'·thewish of my delegation that there should
be no War fought on t\ ;J issue, that a peaceful solu-
tion may be found tnrough peaceful, negotiation;' it is
equally our hope that a mutually acceptable ba§lis for
such negotiation will be found, within or outside this
Assembly. The delegation of Ghana propqses that 'lit
good offices committee of five should be appointed by
the President of the Assembly" with the agrf:;;ment of
the two Parties concerned, to initiate p4gotiations
between Indonesia and the Netherlands ()r.if1:he disputed
Territory'of West Irian. The committf)~~ if apPOinted,
would evolve its own procedures to enable it to
achi,eve a solution satisfactory to all concerned. The
good officos committee would report to the Gener!ll
Assembly, either next year or as soon as possible
before the seventeenth session, on the progress made
in settling the dispute.

59. It is the earnest hope of my delegation that the
draft resolution will not be pressed to a vote, in
ord~r to avoid ,any further stiffening of respective
pOE;litions. In fact, my delegation appeals to the dele
gation of the Netherlands to withdraw its resolation
so that a draft resolution acceptable to both gides
may be prepared and introduced: If, however, the
Netherlands draft resolution is put to the vote, my
delegation will be forced to vote against it.

60. TherE. are, of c-;,urse, a few territories which
themselves are diffident about the benefits' of in~
dependence and th~ir ability to sustain it., Some of
them; like the High Commission ter:llUQries in south
ern Africa~ which I have referred to, are really small '
in size, with rather small populations, a:nd non-viabl~
economies; but they do not by that token, in the view
of myrjelegation, fall outside the .scope cif th~ Decla
ration. The Declaration in relation to slJ,cb terri..
tories, must. in our view, be read in conjunction with
General Assembly resolution 1541 (XV) the 8.nne~ to
which postlilates, in principle VI. that a full measure
of self-government may be 'reached not only t~rough

sover~ign independence, but also through fre~" as- .
sociation or integration w~tb a~ i!ldepfmdent, st~e. j
Therefore, so long as suchassoClatlon or integrati&.~:- " 
is attained as a res~t cl free, voluntary, demo
cratically exp~essed choice, ancl on the basis of
comp~ete equality, preferably under United ,Nations
auspices,~·the implementation of the Declaration need
not prejudice or preclude these alternatives to sove-
reign independe:p.ce. "

61. It is these considerations that have guided my
delegation in our examination of the items now ~nder

discussion by the Assembly. Frofu these considera
tions it follows that whatever approach the Assembly
decides to adopt on the problem of the implementation
of the Declaration, there is 0.. clear needfor an ad hoc. '.

of Indonesia and thereby recognizes said Republic
of the' United states of Indonesia as an independent
and sovereign State."

53. But what was the Indonesia over which sove
reignty was transferred to the independent Rep\(olic
of the United States of indonesia? It is well known
that the Netherlands administered what is now the
Republic of Indonesia and West Irian as a single
colony called the "Nethet=1and~ East Indies". It is
even stated that after the Second World War the
Netherlands Government officially called the whole
of the Netherlands East Indies "Indonesiaft. This is
bonle out by the fact that in its last annual report on
Indonesia to l,f'~ Unit~d Nations in 1949, the Nether
lands describel1{ndonesia as consisting:

ft ••• of a series of island group~' in the region of
the equator, exter..ding from the mainland of Asia to
Australia. The principal groups are the Greater
Sv.nda Islands ••• the Lesser Sunda Islands ••• the
Moluccas, and New Guinea west of 141 degrees east
longitude.n '§/

54. This geographical analysis by the Netherlands
Government leaves no doubt that West Irian, or New
.Guinea, forms part of a particular geographical ex
pression called the "Netherlands East Indies n, and
now called "Indonesia".

55. In spite of statements made by Netherlands
spokesmen like Dr~ Boyen that all pfl.rties agree that
what used to be the Netherlands Ea~Jt Indies should
become an independent State as soon as possible, the
Netherlands maintains its presence in West Irian be
cause of an escape clause in article 2 of the Charter
of Transfer of Sovereignty. Here is the kernel of the
problem. This article~ which, dealt withthe "r~sidency

of New Guinea" stated, in part, that:

"in view of the fact that it haS not yet been pos
sible to reconcile' the views, of the parties on New
Guinea, which remain, therefore, in qispute", and
"in view of the dedication of the parties to the prin
ciple of resolving by peaceful; and reasonable means
any differences that may he~eafter.exist or arise
between .themn, both,parties decided that "the
status quo of the residency of New Guinea shall be
maintair:eu with the stipulation that within a year
from the date of transfe,.- of sovereignty to the Re
public of the United States of· Indonesia the,question
of the political status· of New Guinea be determined
through negotiitions between the Republic of. the
United States of Indonesia and the Kingdom of ~he

Netherlands." ."

56. The point of departure, therefore, i~ the agree
ment reached by both Indonesia and the Netherlands
that there' should be negotiations on the status of West
Irian ior New Guinea at a certain time. 'Apartfrom
these legal considerations,"'however, my Government
believes that, this dispute contains a number of politi
'cal elements, in relation to which the United Nations
must shoulder its respon~ibilitiel!lsquarely, so that a
,peaceful settlement may be reached.

57. My, Government has carefully studied the pro
posals in the dra:tt resolution [A/L.354], presented by
,the delegation of the 'Netherlands. In other circum-
stances, the draft resolution would be regarded,) as
bold an~ imaginative and far-reaching enough as a

§J See Non-Self-Governing Territories. Summaries and Analyses of
Informl.1tion transmitted to the Secretary-GeneraI during 1948 (United
Nations publication, Sales No.: 49.Vl.B.l). p. 141.
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committee to examine, report and submit recom
mendations on the progress of such implementation
in all ;'" Non-Self-Governing, Trust and other Terrir
tories which are not yet completely independent. With
respect to Africa, it is our considered view that
the Committee should, with the co-operation of the
Administet'ing Authorities~ nationalist leadeX's and
elected represe~tatives, work out precise details of
the immediate implementation of General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV), having-full regard to the freely
expressed wishes of the inhabitants. The process of
handing over can!lot take more than a year or so, if
the Administering Authorities are in earnest and if
the African leaders so d.asire.

62. Ghana believes that all non-indevendent African
territories must become independent without delay
and we call upon all States and Powers to approach
the question of the hllplementation of the famous
Declaration without any partisan rancou.r. The Decla
ration which this Assembly adopted last year is over
.riding and peremptory. It does not allow for any
delays. It expresses faith in the ability of every
people, whether in Africa Qr elsewhere, to manage
their own affairs. It redresses an injustice done to
Africa in the past. If, indeed, Africa was a forgotten
continent at the time of the promulgation of the
Charter of the United Nations in 1946, the Declara
tion calling for an immediate end to colonial rule in
all territories that are not yet indepenc\ent has re
dress.ed the balance., That is Why this Declaration
must be fully and immediately implemented. That is
why non-independent territories in Africa cannot wait
for long to attain their independence, and that is why
no attempt should be made to confuse the issue of
a United Nations programme for independence of
Africa with irrelevant wranglings and condescending
attitudes.
63. We call upon the Assembly to adopt resolutions
setting up adequate machinery for the -immediate
implementation o~ the Declaration contained in resolu
tion 1514 (XV). 'My delegation will not support. any
draft resolution, in regard to the independence of
Africa, which does not conform with that Declaration
adopted last year. ffhe objectives are clear. Let us
apply ourselves to the task of the immediate liquida
tion of colonip:asm in all its forms and manifestations.

Mr. Nosek (Czechoslovakia). Vice-President. took
the Chair.

84.. Mr. FLaRES AVENDANO (Guatemala) (trans
lated from Spanish): I should like first to pay a tri
bute to the distinguished representative who preceded
me at this rostrum; his magnificent speech contains
a complete survey of the problem of colonialism and
a perfect guide for the decisions of this Assembly.
My purpose in spe;}king here now is merely to sum
up, to express ~r ;oilinion and to reaffirm a hope.

65. Arnd~\ items 22 anQ. 88 which we are now dis
cussing a( based on General Assembly resolution
1514 (XV) 'and a:t'e undeniably ve.ry significant for the
maintenance of peace. The essence of these items is
nothing less than the liberation of millions of human
beings. The Ghanaian representative, who preceded
me at this rostrum, said that for the. Continent of
Africa that resolution was as important as the Uni~ed

Nations Charter, and to a great extent he is right.
Only yesterday [1052nd meeting] the Burmese repre
sentative called it a."clarion caU ••• to which my
delegation has fervently hoped all ••• Powers would
rf':spond with a corresponding sense of urgeucy". The

Guatemalan delegation, true to its long tradition of
anti",·colonialism, has responded by coming to this
rostrum.

I

66. In the'·state~~nt' of the Guatemalan Minister for
Foreign AffaIrs in this Assembly on 28 September \
1961 [1019th session], Guatemala's very vigorous
condemnat~on of coioni~lism and racial discrimina
tion was made c~lt'egorically clear. May I also recall
the. statement of General Miguel Ydfgoras Fuentes,
President of the RepUblic of Guatemala, which was
brought to the attention of the permanent representa
tives to the UrJted Nations, condemning the policy of
apartheid. In that statement he said: "Racial dis
crimination is but slavery in disguise".

67. The truth is that to speak of colonialism and
racial discrimination is to speak of slavery. If com
munities of men cannot freely express their opinions,
cannot Unite in political parties to comment on prob
lems of go-vernment, cannot pass judgement on the
conduct of their officials in office, cannot use the
franchise to elect their leaders and governments in
accordance with their aspirations and customs and
cannot freely exploit t~e natural resources of their
territories for their own benefit, s.nd if, moreover,
they are subjected to cruel labour .',:j!stems and are
paid most miserable wages, then those men are com
munities of slaves.

68. 'It is Wlbelievable that in this day and age many
countries and millions of human beings are still de
prived of their fundamental freedoms. There is no
doubt that the crisis which confronts and threatens
to undermine our civilization is a crisis of human
valuesq This crisis may be the logical consequence of
the preponderance of political power and the tre
mendous ad'\lance of science, applied with contempt
for the spiritual destiny of man to subjugate nations.
In short, it is the denial of freedom and the absence
of justice.

69. The historical process of colonialism is but the
historical process of nations. The sociological phe
nomenon of growth and the amassing of elements of
power made it possible, in ancient times, for some
peoples to subjugate others,· giving rise to what were·
known as the "wars of conquest", with the natural
corollary of colonization.

70. It would be tiresome to re,count this historical
process in detail, even in steps of a thoUSand years;
and in any event distinguished speakers have already
described it magnificently from this rostrum. We can
but say that, while there might have been some justi
fication for the colonial system in ancient times when
applied to the rUdimentary resources of a primitive
social organization without spiritual values, which
resulted in the predominance of those who cultivated
those values, improved that organization and amassed
elements of labour and power, at, the present time, at
the advanced stage which we have reached il1' this
epoch, in the light of the law, as the mast6\fS of ..
science and tech,nology which advance like wildfire,

.we can no longer conceive of colonial systems. I can
affirm -from this rostrum that the colonial system
has been universally repUdiated and that there is. a
keen desire to put an end to it promptly. .

71. The American continent also experienced wa~~s

of conquest and endured the cruel process of coloni..
zation. The balance sheet has been drawn up, how"
ever, and the balance 1s favourable. The balance is
favourable because the colonizing Power, immo~!l1
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Spain,' scattered the seed of its race over the Ameri
can continent and contributed the turbu\ent stream of
its blood.

72.' The ineffaceable colonial period, with its boid
captains, ~ntrepid sea~en, learned geog~aphers, re
nowned chroniclers, skilful clerks and samtly preach
ers had one fal"-reaching consequence-the establish
me~t of a new breed, the Indo-Hispanic stock, which
throughout the long process of colonialism and the
struggle for independence always held aloft the stan
dard of hurn~m dignity and of man's freedom. And
this Indo-Hispanic stook today embraces 200 million
human beings in twenty nations and by its culture,
progress and organization wiel6s an influence 07U'er
the destinies of the world.

73. How can we fail to be gratified at the admission
of new independent States to this Assembly? How can
we fail to desire for the African continent a future
such as that of our own America?

74. Nevertheless, we must point out that colonial
Ism has not been eliminated in our continent. Extra
continent8.1 Powers unlawfuily hold Americlim terri
tory; that situation has been brought about and
maintained by the rule of force, the abuse of power
and the flouting of law. And if the United Nations
Charter continues in force, America has every reason
to hope that soon colonialism will be eliminated from.
its territory too. The Organization of American
States, at the Ninth International American Confer
ence &.t Bogota in 1948, declared that the process of

. the emancipation of America would not be complete
so long as there remained on the continent regions
subject to a colonialr~gime. With a view to arriving
at .immediate solutions and accelerating the process
of decolonization, it created the American Committee
on Dependent Ter!'itories, which was entrusted with
the task of seeking adequate machinery for restoring

. the territories unlawfully held to their legitimate
owners and ridding our continent of the anachronistic
anti unI(1wful coloni.al system.
75. From the time when the present colonial Powers,
with the support of their econ0In1:c and even their
military resources, imposed their systems, tli\1Y
hllve maintained an insulting distinction betwee/n
nationals and colonial peoples, denying to the latter
the rights and opportunitiet' which they gr8:c-n~}~the
former; and in the face of universal condemnatIOn of
this reprehensible conduct, those Powers boast of
educating the colonies to exercise freedom and
democracy, and they issue floods of propaganda about

-the money spent and the results achieved in raising
the level of living and culture of their colonies.

76. T~e Guatemalan delegation contends, however,
tbE.i the exercise of freedom cannot be learnt under
a repressive syet~)m whicl]. outrages the dignity of
man and limits the enjoyment of the basic gifts of
life. The fruitful tree of freedom cannot flom;ish in
this sort of climate.

77. The delegation which I rep:resent has plocordingly
listened most syrnpathGticaUy to the interesting ideas
expressed t\y all the speakers who have dealt with the
item from this rostrUln, and part~cularly those ideas
relating to the search for a modus operandi that
Would bring about the prompt elimination of oolonial-

. ism without intervention, danger or harmful delay.

78. The progres,s made thus far holds promise for
the future. There is already a store of experience in
this world body concerning the soundest form of

directing action to achieve positive results. We must
have faith that General:Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)
will have immediate and favourable consequences,
fori with this store of experience one year may be
better than the next and lay the foundation for magni
fir-ent successes in the following year, until the day
a:t~ives when colonialism is liquidated. On that day
the United Nations will. have~ written an unfading page
1n its history because then the Slm wiit-shineequally
on all the m~mbers of the human race. If hope is the'
running of time, we may be confident that very soon
the United Nations will have written that magnifioent
page ill its history.
79. Reference has also been mad~ here to neo
colonialism. The Ghanaian representative, who was
at this rostrum a short time ago, wanted-as I under
stood it-to represent the events in Katangaas the
very embodiment of:neo-coionialism. If a person ~as

asked to give a concrete definition of neo-colonIal
ism, it is possible that he could not. do so, but he~e
we are given an example which can Illustrate a crI
terion by which to judge this veryinterestingproblem.

80. There is, 'however, another form of colonialism,
which the United Kingdom representative dis~ussed ,
extensively in his statement yesterday. H~_.sald that
people had been subjugated. He named specifiC cases,
explained the procedure that had ~en followed, indi
cated how many millions of human beings and how
many millions of square kifometres ~d bee~ subju
gated, and also pointed out the e~Plre whi?h has
shown a fondness for colonialism smce the time of
the Czars-he was referring to the Soviet Union. That
distinguished represenhti'V~ '~lso said that\\where
soldiers guard people to keep them from escap~ng

rather than to protect the frontiers, there was subJU
gation-not freedom. That, too, might be an example
of nea-colonialism.

t)

81. A representative who is under a duty to tell t.he
truth must also say these things. I do not do so With
the aim of bitterly criticizing the Soviet Union, but
when I walk to work in the mornings ancl see the rain
bow of flags adorning the entrance pf this building in
the United· Nations Plaza: I somet~~s think th~t tha
wind making them flutter IS the beatm~ of the world's
heart and then, when I turn to the left to enter the
Asse~bly !mU, I see other flags at half-mast, inert,
motionless lifeless. To whom do these flagsb~long?

They. are the flags of peoples Who have als6 been
subjugated. We hope that this situation will disappear
and that an effort will be made to find an honourable
solution to these problems, because otherwise~ even
though Africa shall have been H;perated, otI:erpeoples
will still grc.lanunder'\th~.yokeof neo-colomabsm.

82. I sh01ild1ik~ al~O to associate myself with the
opinions expressed by the Ceylonese representat~ve

[1.048th ~':leeting] in his brilliant and con~truct1ve

st0.tement.~ in which he appealed to all n~t1ons that
col(~nialitnnshouldnot be treated &6 part of the big- ..
Power conflict, because t9 do so would s~mply ma;}te~

it" another cold war issue. For that reason I believe
that the Soviet Union is not in a position to castigate
colonialism in the Assembly as long as it has not
solved the problem to which I re~erred.

33. The statements of Guatemal~!fromJhi~<,rostrum
have always followed the"~ath of freedom marked out
by its great men. Th~ e~\ger~ess for f~~ed0In: ha.s
been traditional in Latllldlmerlca. To prove this, It
would suffice tc) cite an historical fact, for I have
spoken on this subject with sincerity and feeling.
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§/ See Official Records of the General Assembly, F1fteenthSess~,

Annexes, agenda item 87, document A/4501.
11 Ibid., agenda item 88, documents A/4515 and Add.l.
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84" It· rdippened 'in the capital of my countrr~ Toe gtiro to the implementation of the Declaration on the
Constituent Assem.bly in 1824 was about to disa,tss granting of independence to colonial countries and
the emancipatiOri of the slaves. The renowned Jes~ peopH~s; secondly, to continue the consideration of
Sime6n Canas, who although a native of El Salvador the programme for Africa. /
was \'a delegate or deputy. for the Chimaltenango dis- 92' i~' this connexion my delegation welcomes the '
trict in the ~~public of" Guatemala-because t~ose fa~t that the discussion of the political aspects of the
were t~e shimng ?ays ~f the' Central AmerIcan latter- item has been deemed to be within the compe-
FederatIon-was serlou.sly Ill. Nevertheless, he su~- tence of the General Assembly in plenary meeting.
moned up all the phYSIcal and moral strength at his We also welcome the fact that the two items are
cOJ?mand, went to the Asse~bly and took a sea~. Then being discussed simultaneously, since the second
rismg, he utterea these lI~mo:rtal wor?s: I have provides the best possible example or illustration for
dragged I myself here, and If I were dYIng, ]: woUld a useful discussion of the first.
still 'have come to demand freedom for the slaves". unf ft· that Af.· ff

' 93. The ortunate ac IS ,r~c,a·o era many
85•.Needless to say, the members of the Assembly grounds for concern. Everywhere there is bloodshed
stood up and applauded that initiative; and Cafias, as the result of an incomprehensible political and
aided by the famous Guatemalan Pedro Molina, drew moral blindness which still prevents certain coun-
up the document which decreed the emancipation of tries from facing reality, despite the fact that it

.the slaves in Central America. Thus, the Central looms larger every day, and not only from anticipat-
American Fecleration was one of the first countries ing the course of history-which might perhaps be
to pass legislation freeing the slaves. expecting too much of them-but from reconciling
86. Following the glorious path of Guatemala's great themselves to it and going with the current.
men, I hereby associate myself with the motions 94. The subject with which we are dealing is so
which have been submitted for the imple"-,,~ntation of clear 'that there is no !leed for me to give a lengthy
General Assembly r~solution 1514 (XV) and for the description of developments, which would amount
emancipation of millions of human b@jngs who suffer merely to a reiteration-in a less eloquent. form-of
under slavery. Guatemala takes this,\ stand, because the statements made by my distinguished colleagues
justice and freedom have always beEm basic to the who have preceded me on this rostrum.
life of Central,Aln~rica. . \ . b . f

" 95. I shall therefor~ e1.1deavour to gIve a rle ac-
Mr. Slim (Tunisia) resumed the Chair. count of my Government's views and, to do so, I shall

87. Mr. BOURGUIBA (TuniSia) (translated from rapidly sketch the situation as it is today, at the ~nd

French): Nearly a year ago "ie unanimousl\y adopted of 1961, one year after the adoptio~ of the Declaratlon
a .'re§!olution [1514 (XV)] whtch was soler.nnlypro- on 14 December, 1960. The conclUSIons I shall venture
claimed to be the "Declaration. on the gran1/ing of in- t? draw wi~l lead me. to put forward a few sugges-
dependence to colonial countries' and peoples". bons. In this way I thmk tha~ I shall.be ab~e to com-

, bine usefully the two agenda Items WIth which we are
88. I hope that in speaking of unatiimity I am not now concerned.
doing too much violence to the General Assembly's , .
rules for counting votes. Ther.'e were abstentions, it 96. A few days ~go .the AlgerIan p~ople entered the
is true, but I should like to believe that the delega- eigh~h y~ar of. Its war of liberatIon. ~wo we.eks
tions which abstained merely had formal reservations earber m ParIS, a peaceful demonstratIon agamst
~nd did not harbour objections so infamous that they disc;iminato!'Y. treatment was turned into a ":at
had to disguise their true feelings in this manner or hunt, a ~orrlble hue. and cry after br~wn .s~ns
repeat Pontius Pilate's act of cowardice. 11 which-to ItS honour-disgusted Frenchpubh? opm~on.

On 1 November several thousand AlgerIans Im-
89. ~t was in this way that the General Assembly, prisoned in France went on a hunger strike to obtain
at its fifteenth session, crowned the. admission to the treatment that befits, their position as patriots-
membership of numerous countries emerging from treatment as political prisoners-and to protest
the colonial era by proclaiming the need for the early against the abuses of a penitentiary system wpich
ending of colonialism wherever it prevailed. even the French parliamentarians could not but;

90. This declaration-which was the result of a pro- condemn.
posal by the \'delegation of the Soviet UnionS/-was 97. Very fortunately, the General Assembly took an
immediately destined to find more or less concrete initiative in this particular matter [resolution 1650
embodiment thanks to a propos~l submitted by the (XVI)]. At the same time, however, we have heard
United States delegation1l for 'the study of a United the President of the French RepUblic speak of the im-
Nations programme for the independence and de- minenceof negotiations with the Provisional Govern-
velopment of Africa. i These initiatives gave added ment of the Algerian Republic. Is this the atmosphere
emphasis to the Year 'of Africa and we were glad to in which fruitful.. talks can take place? In repeated
pay a tribute to their sponsors at the time. The statements the French Government appears toadopt
length of the debates at the fifteenth session unfortu- a line close to that laid down by our Declaration on
nately made it impossible to conclude the discussion independence. Unfortunately, ,we have not yet seen
of the second proposal with ~be Ilesult that it had been any fact1,1B.l corroboration of ,these declared intentions.
considered by the First Committee alone. 98. Further south in Africa, the Congo continues.to
91. It was therefore left to the Assembly at the cur- be a cause of grief and anxiety owing to the criminal.
rent session to concern itself with the fate of these obduracy of those who hold certain interests and have
two initiatives: firstly, to stUdy the situation with r&<' managed to find and retain-God knows at what a

price....a band of hirelings whom they are ~sing as a
cover to set up an "independent" Katanga. The logiC'
of their policy could only lead them to create such an
army, which has in its ranks mercenaries recruited

1
I
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former empire. In fact'j:.-"under the pretext of applying
the principle of self-determination the Netherlands
Government is simply trying to amputate one of
Indonesia's provinces. Even if we think that self
determination is the best criterion of evolution to
wards the status of an emancipated State, the exernis~

of that pr~nciple must be limited by a proviso, or
rather a precaution against intrigue, namely the
principle that the territory of a neWly independent
state must be that which was formerly under co
lonial administration. It is by virtue of the applica
tion of that very principle that, in North Africa, there
is no longer any question of the Sahara being anything
but Algerian. Can you imagine the result of the blind
autom~tic application of self-determination? H,w
many nations throughout the world whioh have sep~

ratist movements would break up!

104. Lastly. I should like to recapitulate briefly the
dangers of the aftermath of colonialism, not only for
the harmonious development of those countries which
are still dependent, but:lalso for the independent coun
tries and even some Members of the United Nations.
I am thinking of last summer, and the way .in which
the French Government flouted all the obligations
imposed on it by ethics and by international law to
respect the integrity of 'Jl1Y country and to comply
with its explicit wish to see its territory completely
evacuated. I shall not dwell on the dreadful massacre
'Ehich placed Bizerta amOng the cities martyred by
human barbarity. I shall simply say that so far, al
though the forces of aggression have withdrawn to
their former positions, the French Government has
not yet made the slightest gesture of response to
our demonstrations of good wilt~\It is still ignoring
reality, and yet it cannot but re~~lze that this atti
tude of procrastination can only \)glve rise to further
difficUlties. ,:;;;

105. The picture is very bleak. Unfortunately, the
way in whi~h the colonial Powers are abusing the
Atlantic alliance is not likely to assist the Western
world to restore a reputation already tarnished by
the fact that near~y all liberation movements are
directed against the members of that alliance, to
Which history granted ,the privilege ofhaving colonies.

106. It is not my intention~ to make an indictment;
thus I shall not dwell on other cases where the Decla
ration on independence has unfortunately remained a
dead letter.

107. Are we, reduced to declaring a default?

108. Tunisia refuses to do so, although during the
year 1961 it had to endure so many ordeals that it .
'became bitter and suspicious; yet it can see in cer
tain events some reasons for not giving way to des
pair. A few weeks ago, our Assembly became en
riched by the addition of a new member: Sierra
Leone. In a few days Tangany.ika will become in
dependent; in a few 'months it 'Y.ill be Western Samoa's
turn. In another. area our Organization made some
important decision$ on problems of princilple which
arose; I would only recall the unanimolis vote which
concluded the General Assembly's debate at its third
special session, held as a result of the aggression
suffered by my country last summer. Furthermore,
a·few weeks ago, our Assembly admi~istered arepri
mand to th~ delegation of South Africa.

109. Thus, at crucial moments, sudden changes
occur, fortunately, to upset that kind of balance which
tends to set in between two opposing movements: on

from wherever. this species is to be found, and par
ticularly of course from among the former colonials,
such as veterans of the Indo-China war, deserters
from the Algerian war, and so on.

99. Demonstrably a definite sOl~aarity has been
established among those following the same policy,
whether it is north or south of the Sahara and whether
the adventurers are French, Belgian, Portuguese or
South African. The advent. of these bands of marau
ders, that have done so much harm in the Congo,
imposes' an even heavier burden of responsibility on
those who supply them with weapons an~ equipment.
It is no longer a question of private interests or
fantastiD dreams: it takes at least a certain amount
of connivance on the part of the authorities for jet
aircraft to be sold and sm~ggled.

100. Since our Declaration on independence, a new
fire has flared 1;4P,. o~e" Which had been smouldering
and had been expected for a long time: the blood-bath
in which the Portuguese authorities concerned are
attempting to drown Angolaxl aspirations to dignity.
As in other cases, Lisbon ~s indignant at the inter
ference in the domestic affairs of Angola, Mozam
bique and other territories because they have been
decreed, by virtue of a legal myth, "an integral part
of the metropolitan country". I. believe it will be
enough for me to recall a previous formula inspired
by the same spirit: a few years ago we heard the
slogan "France united from Dunkirk to Tamanrasset lt •

101. South Africa, for its part, not content. with
having been virtually expelled from the Common
wealth, is persevering in its error and still ignoring
reality. Its policy of ,apartheid, which repudiates even
the conventional hypocrisy, would merit at least a
certificate for frankness and cynicism if it were not
digging the grave of the very society it is l:i.~empting

:to build. South Africa also still refuses to implement
,the United Nations resolutiona concerning South West
,Africa. One does not have to be a Cassandra to pro
:phesy that these madmen will reap tears and blood.

102. In the Middie East, another kind of colonial
enterprise is still troubling the conscience of man
kind. The eXpulsion of most of the indigenous popula
tion of Palestine was the condition which made pos
sible the creation and survival of an artificial State
whose very philosophy is an affront to the rules of
international ethics. This state of affair,S still exists;
only a few days ago, the Israel Parliament passed a

I law preclUding consideration of even the possibility
of the return of 'some or all of the 1,200,000 Arab
refu.gees, and that despite the principles which the

'Members of the United Nations undertook to respect
,:when they were admitted to membership.

103. The Indonesian archipelago is also suffering
from the after-effects of the colonial era. The Nether
lands Government decid,ed; in order to justify partial

,military reoccupation after the declarati.on of .the
independence of Indonesia, that West Irian, inhabited
by barely 1 per cent of the population of the former
;Netherlands East Indies, was no longer part of Indo-
nesia. A few days ago [1049th meeting1 we heard the
representative of the Netherlands outlining a plan
which his Government proposed to carry out in order
to implement the resolution [1514 (XV)) adopted
during the.fifteenth session. That generous plan
Would deserve the Assembly's warm appr~val if it
did not contain a fatal weakness which, in my dele-
gation's viow, shows that· it is merely a manoeuvre
for the purpose of retaining, and keeping part of the
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"In so doing, the Western countries would simply.

be applying the principle which they claim to up
hold, namely that of assisting peoples to liberate
themselves politically'and economically. Liberation
achieved in the manner which I have proposed would
fit into the framework of a reasonable plan that
would restore power to the peoples of the countries
concerned and provide for the holding of elections
and the establishment of a civil service. .

"Attention would then be turned to the problem of
working out aid and investment plans to accelerate
industrialization programmes.

"Thus the road of economic and technical pro-
gress would be opened to the liberated peoples."

116. Unfortunately that appeal, made almost three
years ago by President Bourguiba, has failed to evoke
from the colonialist Powers the realistic respone:e
for which we hoped. If we consider the developments
which have since steeped the African continent in
blood and which in fact, have unfortunately been the
only discernible reaction, we see that his words were
only too prophetic.

117. It is true that certain things have been accom
plished, as witness the African delegations which
have swelled the ranks of our great family since that
time, but there has bee,n no solutit"n of the problem
as a. whole. More than eve~and it is not merely the,
affection .of the child for his father which inspires
this statement-we feel that such an idea merits the
attention of the Assembly. In our view this is the only
way of going to the heart of the problem and it would
offer ~he possibility of finding solutions whiyh would
hav~ the great virtue of not being merely parti~.l and
disp~rate. Thus, with the voluntary a.nd sincere par
ticipation oi the colonial Powers and the support
of the United Nations, it would be possible to prevent

bitterness, spread its own ideology and prepare for
its domination."

114. President Bourguiba continued:

"I can easily imagine a great 'conference in which
all the countries that still have colonies or semi- '
coloniei? would be represented.

"Having come together those countries could first
of all reach an agreement among themselves. They
could then invit~ the representatives of the peoples
concerned to a round-table conference or else set
up committees to study the case of each eountry
separately and examine. its particular possibilities
and conditions."

115. A little further on President Bourguiba said:

"They cQuld establish contact with the nationalist
movements and in co-operation with them hold free
elections which would bring to the fore the best and
most clear~thinking elements, with whom negotia
tions could be conducted.

'In that way the evolution of the colonized peoples
could be accomplished without the scourge of ter
rorism, violence and anarchy.

"Negotiations between colonizers and colonized
should not only define the stages and methods by
which emancipation was to be achieved but should
also cover the stUdy of a plan of economic aid and
development. The peoples must be rescued from
under-development, which is a form of servitude.

the one hand, the gre, . upsurge in the. w<?rld towards'
freedom, and particularly the ever-growing im
'patience of the subjugated peoples to break free from
their bondage; on the other hand, the reluctance of
the co]:onialist countries, their bad faith, or simply
their i.nability to adjust themselves to the genel'al
trend. This time lag has inevitably led to clashes, all

. too often involving bloodshed, which have not only
slowed down the wheel of hIstory but have reduced
the likelihood of future co-operation and f~iendship

among the peoples. It was to meet that situation that
our General Assembly in 1960 solemnly.proclaimed
certain principles; in order to give niore substance
to its Declal'ation"it is indti'tnbent'upCl)n us, at the con
clusion of our discussion, to put flesh and blood into
that proclamation so' tIiat it shall become a living
reality. That result can 'only be obtained by stating
practical measures whose principles must be based
on past experience, whether 'pl,ea:sal1t or unpleasant.

110. An unkind fate, which in its unfolding has never
theless proved useful, has seen'to it that the country
I have the signal honour to represent has experienced
all the phases of the struggle for independence. Al
though its inclination is towards the methods of
moderation and negotiation, it has willingly accepted
trials. of strength when driven to it. We have the
witness of three-quarter$. 9f..a century of righteous
struggle, though on a small scale because Tunisia is
a small country, to offer to our African brothers still
undergoing their martydom; we have the fruit of a
briefer but clear-cut experience to offer to our
brothers acceding to independence; we address a
solemn appeal to the colonialist countries to open
their eyes not only to the realities of our tortured
world, but also to their own true interests, for those
nations too, despite their errors, despite their mis
demeanours, ultimately belong to this mankind which
is struggling at the edge of an abyss worthy of the
apocalypse. "

111. This mortal danger which is threateming the
human race, as is shown by the instability and pre
cariousness of relations in our world, was born in

·the antagonism of the two blocs, the W~stern bloc
and the Eastern bloc, one of the most unhappy results
of which has been to make the rest of the world
Africa, Asia and South America-the object of a ri
valry of which it refuses to be the prize.

112. Moreover, the wheel of history is turning in
exorably towards the liberation of the peoples. Co
lonialism is condemned, not-only by our Declaration,
but by history;; it is almost a medical diagnosis. What
hl the point of obstinately endeavouring to breathe
life into a body which is already decaying? How·
sterile are these attempts to delay the course of
history!
113. In that spirit of idealism and realisml2ombined,
however, paradoxical that may seem, the, President
of the Republic of Tunisia proposed, on 2 March 1959,
the idea of a "round table meeting" for decoloniza-
tion. I quote: .

"We must take mankind out of tb-a colonial era and
lead it into the path of co-operatit ' i. The operation
must be carried out without pr-ecipitation. We cart
s~ttle reasonable stages, and safeguard the chances
of fruitful co-operation and lasting friendship. We
must be able to do this. The colonized countries
must not seize their independence with bloodshed at
the risk, perhaps, of lapsing into anarchy which the
opposing camp can exploit in order to let loose

I
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.those violent reactions which we are Witnessing
among' those who have forgotten nothing and learned

.nothing, react,ions' which can only be compared to the
convulsions of a wounded b~ast at hay but which are
in reality skin-deep. The United No.tions should move
in.that direction.

118. Yet can we really work out a single rigid
'formula for the realization of our intentions? Our
goal is clearly defined, namely total liberation. 'But
we cannot claim -that one single prescription will
serve in every case. Methods, ways and procedures
may differ, in fact must differ according to the par
ticular circumstances of each country. My delegation
considers, however, that we must, even if only by
fixing a. maximum term, avoid giving the impres I

sion that any of US are resigned to moralizing or to
accepti~g even for an instant the thesis that a colonial
r~gime anywhere in the world should be perpetuated.
119. Such are th~ reflections that I thought it would
be useful to bring to the attention of my colleagues on
behalf of my delegation in the COUl"se of this -debate.
I li,Ihould like' to quote . . few sentences spoken by
President Bourguiba .elgrade on the eve of the
sixteenth session of the .\ssembly in order to giv'e
you an idea of the direction, the goal and the outlook
of Ply delegation as it engages in this discussion.

"In its essence the nationaUst struggle has been
for us, the formerly colonized peoples, a struggle
to assert the dignity of man in all parts of the
earth; a struggle against colonialism because co
lonialism has ridden roughshod over this funda
mental attribute of the human person. This racism,
now cunning and hypocritical, now insolent and
cynical, is something which we have fought in the
past, which we are fighting now and which we shall
fight to the end. We shall spare no effort to come
to the aid of its victims. But the struggle for human
dignity does not come to an end when colonial rule
is abolished. It must continue; so that mankind may
be liberated fro~ hunger, ignorance and disease. It
must be carried, on 11-:. the struggle against under
development and the exploitation of man by man
~t·'.thin the same community.

"This is histo~'s challenge to us. If we prove
equal to it we shall have suc.ceeded not only in
rescuing our peoples from colonialist rule and pro
tecting them against the onslaughts of neo-colonial
ism but also and above all in contributing to the

. preservation of peace and security throughout the
world."

120. Mr. PAVICEVIC (Yugoslavia) (translated from
French): In adopting the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countl'ies and peoples
[resolution 1514 (XV)), the Generai Assembly unequi
vocally oondemned colonialism in all its forms. It
condemned colonialism not only as a syste,m histori
cally outmoded, contrary to the Charter of the United
Nations and absolutely at variance, from the moral
and political standpoint, with the requirements of our
age, but also as a system whose existence constitutes
an ever-present threat to peace and an obstacle to its
consolidation. This historic act was at tb:e same time
a clear expression of the general opinion that the
liquidation of the colonial system, i.e., of inequality
and economic eXploitation, is not only imperative but
also constitutes a prerequisite for the establishment
?f the relationship of equality and co-operation which
IS necessary for the pr~serva:i;ion of peace and for
the well-being of the peoples of the entire world.

Finally, in adopting ,the peclaration th~, General As
seqnbly took upon itself certain obligations towards
the ~oples .who are still under foreign rule and at
the same time shouldered a special responsi1:)jlity in
relh\tion to the efforts which are being made to'elimi
nate breeding-grounds and possible causes of con
fIicts the existet;lce of which has been and in most
cases still is the result of the policy of colonialism
or neo-colonialism.

121. Since the adoption of the Declaration the
struggle of certain colonial peoples for freedom and
independence has been crowned with success. Sierra
Leone, whose admission to the United Nations we
greeted With satisfaction only a few days ago [1018th
meet~ng], has actively associated itself with the
efforts of \~he international commumty of sovereign
States to s~,fegUa.rdpeace and world progress.

122. On 9 December 1961 the people of Tanganyika
will achieve independence, an event which will pro
vide an openIng into Ecst AfrIca through which we
hope the wind of change can blow freely, bringing to
a rapid and successful conclUsion the long struggle
of th~ peoples of that area.

123. Uganda will achieve independence in 1962. The
celebrated African leader Jomo Kenyatta is asking
that on 1 February 1962 his martyred country should
be permitted to occupy the place which has long been
waiting for it. 'I'he people of Western Samoa are to
become free on 1 January 1962.

124. These are evellts of exceptional importance and
we welcome them wholeheartedly. We are profoundly
convinced l'brit the emergence of new independent
States on the international scene and in the United
Nations will ~ontribute appreciably to, the strengthen
ing of the Organization and of the position of those
whose primary concern is to safeguard peace and
promote co-operation among peoples enjoyingequality
of rights, co-operation based on the principle of
active and~1aceful coexistence.

125. Jmportant as are the results obtained so far in
the elimination of colonialism, the process of the
emancipation of colonized peoples has not yet come
to an end. This process has not been carried out in
the past and" unfortunately, is still today giving rise
to serious clashes and encountering strong resistance'
on the part of certain colonial Powers to the rightful
aspirations of the dependent peoples, whose struggle
is unquestionably facilitated by the liberation of a
large number of former colonies but whose sUfferings
are not thereby mitigated.
126•. It is very often pointed out here that,the popwa
tions of the countries which l\re still colonies repre
sent only 2 per· cent of the total population wb:~ch was
under colonial rule at the end of the Second World
War. This low percentage figure conceals the fact
that about 70 million people are still living under
colonial rule and the argument ~ccordingly proves
the opposite of what thos~>submitting it intend; in
deed, it merely strengt~~~s our conviction that the,
liquidation of colonialil;l!<h\! should be accelerated and ..
-not retal'ded. \.
127. Needless to say, w~ are far frum' .:denying the
differences in the deg~-ae of development of the vari
ous Non-Self-GOverning Territories, but we cannot
accept the theories put forward on the basis of this
argument -to justify the slowing down of th~ process
of decolonization. Furthermore, are there not even
greater differences in degree of deveIG~~ment as be-
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134. No parliamentary rhetoric, however brilHant,
can camouflage this state of affairs, much less dis~

tort the truth of the drama which has been unfolding
for the past seventeen months in the Congo. This
human and national drama constitutes a serious
warning to all the anti-colonialist forces and to the '
United Nations: colonialism, although doomed to de
feat, is not dead but constitutes a real threat to the
independence of the newly liberated countries.

135. T!lese profoundly anti-historical trends are.
dangerous both because of the disturbances to which
they give rise and because they are bound up with the
conflicting interests of military blocs-a circum~

stance which still further complicates the situation at
both levels-and in our opinion they call for deter~

mined 'and vigorous action on the part of the inter
national community. Such action is the more neces~

.sary in that the international situation has become
datl,gerously tense and that siuce the Second World
War mankind has been confronted as never before
with the seriousness of the problem of war or peace.

136. The real threat to peace and the real breeding
ground of actual and potential conflicts are to be
found in colonialist oppression and colonialist inter
ventions, not in the resil;ltance ofthe colonized peoples
to such violence and their struggle to throw off co
lonialist rule.
137. Accordingly, the effort to liqUidate colonialism,
far from being in opposition to the effort to consoli
date world peace, is entirely in harmony with it. The
final triumph of decolonization, the final liquidation
of the colonial system and colonial rule, will be an
important contribution to the consolidation of peace,
for it will eliminate many dangerous breeding-grounds
of conflict 'and lessen hostility between the exisiing
blocs.
138. As I'have said, the colonial problem, because
of tis implications, occupies a very important place
among the problems which make the current situation
what it is. This problem and the need to settle it
once and for all were given the attention which they
warranted by the Conference on the non-aligned coun
tries. §J The declaration of that conference stated
inter alia:

"The participants in the Conference are convinced
that the emergence of newly-liberated conntrles
win further assist in narrowing of the area of bloc
antagonisms and thus encourage all tendencies
aimed at strengthening peace and promoting peace
ful co-operation among independent and equal
nations.

"1. The participants in the Conference solemnly
re-affirmed their support to the 'Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples', adopted at the fifteenth session of the
General Assembly of the United Nations, and recom"
mend the immediate, unconditional, total and final
abolition of colonialism and resolved to ma.1{e a
concerted effort to put an enc to all types of new
colonialism and imperialist domination in all its
forms and manifestations." 2J

139. My delegation considers that the United Nations
should proceed without delay to the implementation
of the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colohial countries and peoples with a view to tbe

WConference held at Belgrade from 1 to 6 September 1961.
21 Belgrade Conference 1961 (pUblished by the Review of International

Affairs. Belgrade). No. 5, p. 21.

tween independent States and is not the resistance
of the colonial Powers greatest precisely in those
colonies which are relatively ,more developed? The
fact is that the existing colonies are still colonies
not because they are less developed than those which
have won independence 'but because they are in most
cases fortresses of colonialism and neo-colonialism
to which, regardless of the aspirations and contrary
to' the interests of their inhabitants, a special and
important place is given in economic, military or
strategic planning. That is why the colonialist and
neo-colonialist forces resort to any means-Rom the
cynical distortion of the meaning of the right of self
determination to the use of brute force-in order to
attain their sole aim of prolonging their rule and
their exploitation of the still dependent peoples and
countries.

128. Although doomed to defeat, colonialism is un
fortunately not dead. The best proof of this assertion
is to be found not only in the millions of people living
under the colonial system but also in the colonial
wars and colonialist interventions in various parts of
the world and primarily on the Mrican continent.

129. The brutal oppression in the Territories under
Portuguese administration, whioh in the case of
Angola has become a veritable colonial war, the war
in Algeria, which has been going on for seven years,
the colonialist adventure at Bizerta in the summer
of 1961, the South Mrican Government's policy of
apartheid, hated and condemned by the entire world,
the practice of racial discrimination in many co
lonies-these are but a few of the manifestations of
the stubborn determination of colonialist circles and
of certain colonial Powers to maintain their priVi
leges or to slow down the process of liberation of the
oolonies.

130. If to the examples which I have just mentioned
are added the attempts made to influence by eco
nomic and other pressures the domestic and foreign
policies of the newly lih~rated countries and of those
which are in the process of attaining independence, it
will be seen that one conclusion is inescapable: the
colonialist circles art:) seeking by every means at
their command at this final stage of the decay' of
colonialism, not hesitating to use force or to embark
on irresponsible adventures, to oppose the inevitable
emancipation of the dependent peoples, regardless of
the repercussions which their actions may have on
the extremely tense international situation prevailing
today..

131. In {tur view, the tragedy of the Republic of the
Congo unfortunately continues to present a living
exaaiple of the stubbornness, the resistance and the
obstinate effortg of the neo-colonialist for(~es to re
cover aad' maintain their economic and political
privileges by any means, even after the colonies have
acMeyed indep8·~ldence.

lS2. It should not be forgotten tha:, the fundamental
caus~ of the Congo crisis and of the sufferings en
dured by the peopt1e of that young,/African State is
foreign interv€,ntion, organized, encouraged, financed.
lJ.nd. armi9d b:t t~e colonial Powers and foreign finan
cial ctrc1cs.

13311 '8t3lJ~sslon in this ctls{' is but one of the forms
a~,sumed bS colonia1:tst tntarvention, the disintegra
ti')!l .of the Congo being the m~ans employed to uphold
c·(;l·1~J~li8J prlvn(~g~B and perpetuate the exploitation of
the t~SLtural wealth of that country.

••~M~2,.=~,c~.W!~~~~m.~:t;oo~".11!!II!!).11.1I'11!111·!!IIJ1ra~'J!II!B~.!M!I!ft•••••••••••••••MW!I•••
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146. When the General Assembly, at its fifteenth
session~ adopted the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples, con
tained in lesolution 1514 (XV), the United Nations re
affirmed certain important prinCiples laid down, in
Chapters XI, XII and XIII of the United Nations
Charter. These principles underline the lofty ideals
which inspired the founding nations and all those who
'have since achieved membership of this Organization.

147. Since the adoption of this resolution, many
things have occurred in demonstration of the good
will and sincerity 6f some of the Administering
nations whose representatives supported that resolu
tion. Indeed, it is a matter for justifiable pride to
record that my country, Sierra Leone, achieved in..
dependence on 27 April 1961 to take its place among
the free nations of the world. And here it is only fair
to add that this independence was achieved in an
atmosphere of the greatest possible good will and
friendship between my people and the British Govern
m.ent-our former colonial Administrators-without
rancour and 'without bitternes·s. In fact; it was be
cause of that good will and cordiality that my country
was proud to take its seat in the family of the British
Commonwealth of Nations after the achievement of
independence. '

148. There can be no doubt that., there are many
countries, formerly dependent and now free, thh.t can
recall similar happy relationships with their previous
Administering Authorities. Yet, in spite of such cases,

. it is an unfortunate fact to reflect upon that there are
some 50/ .million people from nearly seventy t~rri

tories st;UI under the domination of foreign Powers,
notwithstanding the fact that this" very important
resolution-resolution 1514 (XV)-has been adopted.

149. It is, therefore, our task at this session to con
sider ways and means of implementing this remark
able document. There is not much point in dUating
here on all the evils and humiliations of colonialism.
In fact, there is no need to indulge in a verbal war of
recriminations. My delegation, representing a coun
try which has only so recently emerged from colonial
status, is more concerned with what lies ahead. We
are engaged in the most exhilarating experienc~ Of'
building a new nation. But, in spite of the atmospher(~
of optimism in which we live, and' a great sense 01~
relief in the knowledge that we have emerged from it
position of dependence and now breathe the rarefied
air of newly f.ound independence, we cannot remain
aloof from the fates and fortunes of those around us~

We cannot cease to identify ourselYes with all those
who are still struggling for freedom and those who
are still fighting for the right to determine their own
destiny.

150. This right of a people to determine its own
destiny is an inalienable right. Men all overthe world
should be free to determine their own national affairs
~nd free to exercise the choice between gC?verning
ttamselves independently I or in association with
another group. Because .my delegation accepts this
fundamental principle, we wholeheartedlY acclaim the
sentiments expressed in resolution 1514 (XV). We
see in that resolution an important development in
the thinking 0... civilizedmanj it is an expression of
universal repugnance to the continued domination of
a group of ,people by another group. Yet, in spite of
that re~olut;ion, there are still some countries, un
fortunately, represented in this 'body, which still per-

141. My delegation will in due course express its
views on the draft resolutions which have been or
may be submitted for the consideration of this
Assembly.

142. I should like, however I to refer to a problem
which is once again before the General Assemhly. I
have in mind the problem of West Irian, a Territory
which the Netherlands Government, in all the reports
submitted by it to the United Nations before 1949 and
in all the discussions preceding the transfer of sove
reignty to independent Indonesia, considered to be
part of what was in those days called the Netherlands
East Indies. The fact that :ior one reason or'another
sovereignty over this Territor~' has not been trans
ferred to Indonesia, as it should have been, in no way
affects its status.

143. My Governm.ent's attitude on this question is
well known and has been set forth repeatedly: Welst
Irian is an integral part of Indonesian territory.
Acuordingly, my delegation considers that any pro
posal that fails to recognize this fact, which in our
view is incontestable, cannot serve as a basis for an
equitable and constructive solution•

. '

144•. Furthermore, my delegation is convinced that
a lasting and constructive solution of this problem
cannot be sought and put into effect in disregard of
the legitimate rights of Indonesia. The willingness of
that country in the past and in the present to co
operate in seeking a negotiated solution saows us the
way to reach a peaceful settlement of this problem
the transfer to Indonesia. of sovereignty over West
Irian-and thus to eliminate a dispute which consti
tutes a serious threat to' peace in that part of the
world.

145. Mr. COLLIER (Sierra Leone): Once again, this
Ass.embly has been called upon to debate the peren
nial question of colonialis~, with particular reference
to the implementation of the Declaration on the grant-

, ing~9f independence to colonial countries and peoples.
~

140. My delegation will support any proposal de
signed to promote the effective implementation of the
Declaration a:nd the termination of a system which in
the past has led all too often to the gravest conflicts
and which even today, by its very e;](:istence, consti
tutes an ever-present threat to ,the interests of the
United Nations, to the interests of peace and to the
interests of all mankind.

,final liberation of the 'stiH dependent peoples. Taking
into account the experience of the past, where the
active role played by the United Nations and its inter
vention have facilitated the liquidatior& of colonial
relationships, taking into account likewise the re
quirements of contemporary evolution, my delegation
cQnsiders that the General Assembly or such organ
as it may establish should adopt a procedure giving
the United Nations ample <!.pportunities for action and
ensuring its active and indispensable participation in
the process of decolonization. The rigM of petition,
the hearing of petitioners, on-the-spot examiIl.ations
of conditions, etc., should become the normal means
of gathering the information required in order to be
able as soon. as possible to fix short and realistic
pe~iods for the achievement of independence, by each
TiJrritory, periods during which power ~f{in be trans
ferred to the indigenous populations with the co
operation and under the supervision of the United
Nations.
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sist in the antiquated doctrine of racial superiority
and inequality of man.

151. I say that some of them persist in upholding the
doctrine of the inequality of man, because I find it
difficult to interpret their conduct otherwise when
they argue that certain people are not ripe and are
not fit for independence. If any group of people can
arrogate to themselves the right to determine the
yardstick or standard by which the readiness and the
fitness of a nation for independence can be measured,
then one must accept the und~rlyingpresumption that
the nation so arrogating that right to itself is in a
position to know and to determine what the true mea
sure of independence is, and what are the real pre
requisites for independence.

152. My delegation believes that readiness fer' in
dependence cannot be determined by arbitrary stan
dards laid down by other people. Every nation has
the right to determine its own destiny, and we find it
morally indefensible that a people should continue
under the domination of another Power after that
people have declared their intention to govern them
selves. This is why my delegation will support any
draft resolution which condemns colonialism and
seeks to bring it to an end as quickly as possible.

153. We are, however, fully aware of the difficulties
involved in fixing target dates for independence. ''''le
do not believe that independence for a people can be
worked out along those lines. We think that it would
be more helpful if the instruments of repression were
withdrawn; this is in keeping with the terms of para
graph 4 of the Declaration contained in resolution
1514 (XV) which states:

"All armed action or repressive m.easures ••• di
-reqted against dependent peoples shall cease •••
and the integrity of their national territory shall be
res~eoted." .....

154. In this context, we wish to record ourvery deep
concern for the events in Angola, where the Portu!
guese have used all types of brutality to keep in sub
jugation a suffering people fighting for their rights.

oC

155•. And here again, we sincerely hope that the
negotiations now in progress between the French and
the Algerians will come' to a speedy conclusion and
bring to an end this long, drawn-out struggle of.a
valiant people for sel.(-determination.

156. It is the responsibility of an Organization such
as this to take an attitude on this issue. If this
Organization was conceived and dedicated to the end
that the conditions of tension and causes of wars
should be' removed, and an atmoephere created in.

Litho in UoN.

. ~

which peace would abound, then it is surely our duty
to do all we can, to bring all the moral pressure at
our command and to stretch the functions of this
Organization to its utmost to eradicate colonialism in
our time.

157. We have all heard from this' rostrum rious
announcements against colonialism by some repre
sentatives whose countries have little reason to feel
smug, because colonialism could well be recognized'
in those places where people are made to submit to a
foreigIi:inspired Government against the will of the
masses of the people. It could be recognized in those
situations where the people have never been allowed
the right to determine their own affairs. This also ls
an evil that should be removed without delay. It is
hypocrisy for, one standard to be used against one set
of nations, :lnd another to be used whe,n one considers
one's own position.

158. As has already been stated at this session, no
resolution touching on the fate of dependent terri
tories has much chance of implementation without the
co-operation of the Administering Authorities con
cerned. Already we have seen the willingness of some
nations in recent years-notably the United Kingdom
to surrender their possession when the people have
indicated their desire to gOli,rern themselves. It is an
example that ought to be followed by other nations.
And, here, 1 wish to record my delegation's agree
ment with the helpful suggestion of the representative
of Ceylon, when he spoke here the other day [1049th
meeting], of the need for the General Assembly to
seek the co-operation of the Administering Members
who should be asked to facilitate the Assembly's work
by admitting to certain Territories, at present under
their admipistration, United Nations groups or, good
will missions, at whose disposal 'would be placed·.
necessary facilities to help-them ascertain the trends~
of public opinion in the Territory concerned. He went
on to add that the United Nations could subsequently,
if necessary, and if desired by the parties concerned,
assist these parties in negotiations. This is a bold
suggestion which no Administering Member, sincerely
interested in .implementing resolution 1514 (XV),
should find unacceptable.

159. It is the will of my delegation to lend its sup
port to this or any other proposal which will have the
effect of granting independence to colonial countries
and peoples, and we proclaim once again our true
belief in the lofty ideals of the universality of funda
mental human rights and freedoms, as enshrined in
the Charter of the United Nations.

The meeting rose at 6 p.m..
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